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MAPNA GROUP as the first and largest general contractor
in the Middle East and West Asia, with 44 subsidiaries is
currently operating in three main sectors: power station, oil
and gas sector, and Railway segment as the main contractor
for turnkey projects as well as an investor. This company was
established in 1993 to manage power plant projects.
MAPNA Railway Transport Division with its eight
subsidiaries includes Mapna Locomotive Engineering and
Manufacturing Company, Mapna Railway Maintenance
and Operation Development Company, Mapna Railway
Construction and Development Company, Mapna Railway
Technology Company, and Mapna Rail Fleet Development
Company, WagonPars Mapna Co, Ehya Sanat Adavat Co,
Mapna Multimodal Transportation Co, has been established
to develop the railway industry in Iran, repair, maintenance
and transportation services, also for export engineering
equipment and services to neighboring countries and
regional markets.
MAPNA Locomotive Engineering and Manufacturing
Company was established in 2006 and started its activity by
manufacturing 150 diesel-electric passenger locomotives
under the license of Siemens, Germany.
At the moment, MAPNA Locomotive Company is one of
the leading manufacturers of passenger and freight dieselelectric locomotive, maneuvering, and tunnel locomotives in
the country, plus is the operator of various urban railway
transportation projects (metro).
Mapna Locomotive Company has been able to create
direct and indirect employment, by using the power of 210
suppliers and contractors up to 30,000 people.
MAPNA Locomotive's strategy orientation statement is
as follows:
MAPNA Locomotive Engineering and Manufacturing
Company benefits from a reputable brand, specialized
human forces, and various business licenses from reputable
companies. MAPNA is one of the two main players in the
production of fleet and railway equipment and has a suitable
position in the services of the railway industry. This is
achieved through delivering products and services promptly,
with competitive quality and price. Effective interaction with
stakeholders and responding to technological needs in
domestic markets are noteworthy.
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Iran Safir 2400 kW Passenger Locomotive
MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)
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In the Iran Safir locomotive project, all engineering activities, supply, and
manufacture of 150 diesel-electric locomotives in the form of transferring
technical knowledge from Siemens Company were started at the same time
with the startup of MAPNA Locomotive Company. The company has completed
the mass production of this locomotive using a supply chain consisting of
domestic and reputable international manufacturers with success. In this project,
advanced technologies in welding, machining, paint, accurate measurement,
load testing, etc. have been localized.

Manufacturing Processes Localization

Products of MAPNA

MAPNA Locomotive's goal in the first production project was to achieve a
40% share of manufacturing processes localization, which the ability to localize
was Increased by 50% due to the unique cooperation of MAPNA Group partner
companies, other domestic manufacturers, and assessable facilities in the
country.

Locomotive Engineering
and Manufacturing Company

Iran Safir Locomotive dominant traits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Power: 2400 kW
Equipped with electro-pneumatic brake system (EP)
HEP power distribution system for wagons
Equipped with advanced bogies with special design and
the ability to achieve a maximum speed of 160 km / h
Advanced diesel engine, equipped with Common Rail
direct fuel system
Special locomotive body design with access to passenger
wagons
Ability to connect up to three locomotives (MU)
Equipped with AC-AC control system and efficient
adhesion control
Equipped with Speed Setting system

Iran Safir locomotive
technical specifications
Traction system

Diesel-Electric

Engine output power

2400 kW (@ UIC conditions)

Diesel engine

Starting tractive effort

MTU 16 V 4000 R43L
270 kN

Continuous tractive effort

180 kN

Maximum wheel output

1960 kW (@ UIC conditions)

Braking effort

Maximum operating speed

115 kN

160 km/h
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MAPNA 3200 Horsepower Locomotive (MAP 24-1)
Freight locomotive MAP24 to design, manufacture, and
produce freight locomotives that can supply an important
part of the country's railway fleet needs, was started by
MAPANA Locomotive Company and its executive plans were
developed. This locomotive is designed in such a way that
it is fully compatible with the climatic conditions of Iran
and can be used in all lines and railway areas in the Islamic
Republic of Iran. This 3300 hp locomotive is equipped with
a 16-cylinder turbocharged diesel engine and is considered
an electric diesel locomotive. The design and Manufacture of
the driver's cabin and desk, which is based on the experience
and expertise of the company's engineering team, has
provided suitable ergonomic conditions for locomotives and
locomotive assistants by observing the relevant standards.
The use of thermal and sound insulation in the cover walls
of the cabin and also the installation of an air conditioning
system (cooler and heater) with the ability to adjust the
temperature is a special feature of this cabin. The use of upto-date and advanced equipment in the control system of
this locomotive has led to an increase in reliability, increase

in the speed of troubleshooting, and improved service and
maintenance. Significant upgrades in the braking system
and equipping the locomotive with BFC cylinders and park
brake have increased the safety of this locomotive compared
to similar locomotives in the country's railways. Construction
of Three-Axis Bogie with sheet metal and welding method
instead of using casting bogie has led to localization of
bogie, plus have increased the service life of the structure
and have provided the necessary conditions for using the
new brake system. Preparation and editing of all construction
plans of more than 1400 types of parts that are used in
the construction of chassis, body, and bogies, and other
components of this locomotive. In addition, preparation of
all assembly instructions and test and control documents is
only part of the extensive operations of various engineering
units for manufacturing MAP24 locomotive. This locomotive
can be used by itself or can be used to increase traction
capacity by connecting three locomotives (MU). MAP24-1
cargo locomotive is an improved model of the MAP24 cargo
locomotive project, which has 85% of parts and assemblies

Significant achievements in the engineering and
manufacturing of the MAP24 locomotive
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Designing and manufacturing control system
Construction of some subsystems in collaboration with local contractors
Manufacturing main structure and locomotive substructure
Utilizing a modern electro-pneumatic braking system
Designing and manufacturing a new driver's cabin according to UIC 651
standards
Manufacturing bogie by sheet metal working method and complete cradle
assembly
Locomotive electrical systems assembly process
Locomotive electrical systems all assembly process
Performing all tests including final inspection, static tests, weighing, and
environmental tests

made in the country. The first series of MAP24 locomotives
produced by this company is being operated on the main
railway lines of the country, after receiving approval from
The Islamic Republic of Iran Railways.
Following this project, improvements were detected in
the main MAP24 project and defined in the form of MAP24- 1
locomotive. Currently, all manufactured locomotives are
MAP24-1. The most important features of the MAP24-1
locomotive are as follows:
• Using a modular braking system, the parts of which are
mainly shared with other cargo locomotives in the country.
• Improved brake rupture performance
• Improvements in the appearance, performance, ease of
manufacturing and repair of the locomotive driver's desk
• Increase in the level of access, repair, and maintenance of
brakes and pneumatic parts as well as assemblies
• Increase in internalization of assembled parts resulting in
higher locomotive access levels

MAP24-1 locomotive
technical specifications
Locomotive type
Nominal Weight (full)
Multiple unit

Locomotive Power (KW)
Tractive power
Max. Speed

Max. speed at acceptance
inspection (new wheels)

6-axle Diesel-Electric
Locomotive
130 t

3 locomotives

2238 kW max.,(3000HP)
105 km/h

115.5 km/h
22.7 km/hr

Max. Continuous Tractive
Effort

257 kN *

Air compressor Type
Diesel Engine

Minimum curve negotiation
capability (single unit)
Electrical Voltage

Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)

2460 kW max., (3300 HP)

Minimum continuous speed
Max. Starting Tractive Effort

MAPNA GROUP

300 kN *

3 cylinder, 2 stage, 200 to 250
CFM, 10 bar
645E3B (two stroke cycle)
71.9 m radius - 24° curve
74 V DC/24 V DC

* according to RAI calculation for Equivalent Locomotive
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Control System
Control system designed by MAPNA Locomotive for DC diesel-electric locomotives
uses standard and up-to-date algorithms and components, while significantly reducing
the costs compared to foreign models. In addition to high quality and availability, product
quality level has also upgraded the control system. The system is currently installed and
operates on MAP24 locomotives. One of the features of the MAPNA locomotive control
system is the ability to adapt and replace the old GT26 locomotive systems with the new
one. This replacement brings benefits to companies that own GT26 locomotives. These
benefits are as follows: the ability to upgrade older locomotives at a much lower cost
(compared to the cost of purchasing a new locomotive), eliminating the cost of periodic
service of Old control system power tools, increase the life service of diesel engine,
turbocharger, traction engines, and control system devices due to the use of monitoring
layers and protection of the mentioned devices in the control system, plus improves the
performance of the locomotive in terms of traction, traction, and portable load.

Designing and Manufacturing diesel electric
locomotive control system
The locomotive control system has two main parts:
1. CCU (Central Control Unit) is responsible for synchronizing
and controlling all control signals related to the locomotive
modules; 2. TCU (Traction Control Unit) is the controller of the
locomotive propulsion system. The advantages of the control
system designed in MAPNA Locomotive are as follows:
lower costs compared to similar foreign models, compliance
with required rail standards, implementation of world-class
algorithms, Fail-Safe performance in all layers, adaptability,
and optimization of hardware and software based on
different requirements, ability to store and monitor all
control parameters, independence of the whole system from
equipment selection, availability of test system to test any
changes before installation on the locomotive and reliability
characteristics for proper integration pointed out. The MAP24
control system is fully designed by MAPNA Locomotive.
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Control System Advantages

• All layers of the control system are designed to improve safety and prevent injuries
caused by human error (locomotion) as Fail-Safe.
• Easy and cheap access to spare parts with similar foreign quality due to the localization
of electronic boards and electronic circuits of power independent from foreign
companies
• Registration and storage of all locomotive parameters during operation for system
monitoring
• Optimization of sticking coefficient in real-time
• Improvement of sticking coefficient by 31.6%
• Detecting train wagon rupture and application of emergency braking
• Competitive prices compared to similar foreign collections

MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)

Air Conditioning System (HVAC)
Considering the ability of domestic companies in manufacturing copper
coils and their expert team in designing and implementing electrical and control
systems, designing and manufacturing of air conditioning systems to localize
this part was on the agenda of MAPNA Locomotive Company. In developing
this system, the desired technical specifications in terms of locomotive operating
voltage required cooling and heating power, and dimension limitation (due to
Limitation gabari ) have been considered.

Air Conditioning Advantages
•
•
•
•

Providing integrated HVAC system with all equipment
Integration of cooling and heating system inside the module
Common HVAC control panel with the locomotive control panel
Maximum internal power usage in supplying equipment

Technical specifications
General Specification:
Model

MComfort

Max current consumption

95 A

Supply voltage
Dimension

68 VDC

2300mm * 900mm * 281mm

Weight

200 Kg

Communication

Modbus

Control panel

Heating Mode:
Heating capacity

Cooling Mode:

Touch Screen HMI

6 kW

Refrigerant

R134a

Cab air flow range

400 to 856 CFM - (680 m3/h to 1450 m3/h) Adjustable

Cooling capacity

External relative humidity:

24000 BTU/hr (7 kW)

60% - (Range: 0 to 85%)

External DBT (Dry Bulb Temperature)

50°C

Internal DBT (Dry Bulb Temperature)

26°C

Internal relative humidity

40%
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MAPNATL45 Tunnel Locomotives
Tunnel locomotives are used to provide high traction to
move wagons transporting materials and equipment in the
construction of subway tunnels as well as water transfer.
Compared to railways, where the maximum slope of the route
is less than 3%, in subway tunnel lines, the slope of the route
is more than 5%, as a result, from the design point of view,
these locomotives provide traction and braking force from
both aspects.
Also, in terms of dimensions, due to the space constraints
inside the tunnel, the locomotive should be designed with
more smaller dimensions that allow travel without colliding
with the tunnel walls and passing through arches with a radius
of 40 meters. Designing and Manufacturing tunnel locomotive
was started with the initial idea of the engineering experts of
MAPNA Locomotive Company following the announcement
of the need for these locomotives by costumers in addition,
all the processes of designing, optimizing, testing and
operating have been done by MAPNA Locomotive Company
engineering. Also, the control system of these locomotives
has been patented under the MAPNA brand. In addition to
subway lines, these locomotives are used in water transfer
tunnels as well.
MAPNATL tunnel locomotives are designed and
manufactured based on power transmission system in two
categories: hydrostatic and hydrodynamic. Currently, the
locomotives produced by this company are being operated in
the subway tunnels of Tabriz and Mashhad.
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MAPNATL45 tunnel locomotives technical specifications
Title

Locomotive Type

Locomotive Name

MapnaTL25-HS

Power transmission

Diesel Hydraulic – Hydro-Static
Engine - HydroPump - Hydro MotorReduction Gearbox-Drive Axle - wheels

Weight / axle load

25 tons / 12.5 tons

Axle arrangment

B (two axle)

Engine type

Diesel 6 cylinder

Rated power

205 kW @ 2300rpm

315 kW @ 2100rpm

Rated torque

1100 Nm @1400 rpm

2100 Nm @1400 rpm

Specific fuel consumption

188 gr/kWh

190 gr/kWh

Max speed

35 km/h

Length

8200 mm

9125 mm

width

1500 mm

1600 mm

Height

2100 mm

2300 mm

Power transmission type

Tandem Hydro pumps for hydromotrs

Powershift
3 Forward Gears
3 Rear Gears

Wheel diameter

800 mm

860 mm

920 mm

Max gradient

50/1000

50/1000

55/1000

Track gauge

750 mm

900 mm

Track gauge tolerance

15 mm

Tractive effort at mininm
friction

40 kN

66 kN

Train weight at Max gradient

83 tons

100 tons

MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)

MapnaTL45-HS

MapnaTL45-HD
Diesel Hydraulic – HydroDynamic
Engine - Torque Converter
- Powershift Transmission Drive Axle - wheels

45 tons / 22.5 tons

40 km/h
9100 mm
2360 mm
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MAP300S Metro Bogie
With the motivation beyond economic success and taking a dynamic approach, MAPNA Group is eager to produce
and provide services, moreover has turned into a successful
and creative business.
MAPNA Locomotive Company has several competitive
advantages in the systems of engineering, design and Manufacturing, research and development, analysis and testing,
while significantly reducing the cost. These have led to the
design of bogies required by the domestic rail industry at
the highest specialized level. The advantages of designed
and built bogies are as follows:
• Increase in the share of domestic production of raw
materials, parts and equipment bogie
• Significant prime cost and foreign exchange intensity
reduction of ongoing projects due to internalization
• Suitable for modern transportation technologies
• Increase in the availability of wagons and locomotives
• High stability and reliability of wagons and locomotives
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• Decrease in product service life cycle costs
• Low Breakdown rates and maintenance costs
• Decrease in wheel abrasion and parts failure rates
The platform designed to produce this type of bogie can
be used for various subway cars.
The frame structure consists of two longitudinal beams,
transverse beam and head beam, which is produced by sheet
metal working and welding processes.
Each of the wheels and axles of this bogie is connected
to an AC motor traction via an independent gearbox. The
traction force of each bogie is supplied by two engine
tractions.
The weight of the wagon is transferred to the bogie
frame through air springs and longitudinal forces through
the flood seal and rod traction.
The primary suspension consists of eight rubber springs
mounted on the bearing box.

The secondary suspension system consists of two air
springs and a transverse damper as well.
The specifications of the BAP Metro MAP300S are
presented in the table below.

MAP300S Bogie Technical Specifications
Maximum speed of the plan

90 km/h

Maximum speed of the operation

80 km/h

Number of axes

2

Axis distance

2200 mm

Line width

1435 mm

New/used wheel radius

860 mm / 790 mm

Axial load

Max 14 t

Brake type

Shoe

GT26CW-3 Locomotive Restoration
The GT26CW-3 locomotive is an electric diesel locomotive
with 3000 hp for operation in the railway industry. This
locomotive is equipped with a 16-cylinder turbocharged
diesel engine that produces 3,000 horsepower at a
maximum speed of 904 rpm. The main generator installed
on the locomotive converts the mechanical power produced
by the diesel engine into alternating electric power, which
in turn is converted to DC electric power through a rectifier
for use in the DC series engine.

The restored locomotives are equipped with an MEP
microprocessor control system, EP electro-pneumatic
braking system, and ergonomic driver desk to provide
more suitable facilities for proper use of the locomotive
for operating in Iran. In this project, an attempt was made
to design the locomotive cabin following international
standards such as UIC651; Therefore, the locomotive cabins
are up-to-date and easy to operate.

MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)
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Bogie GT26 (frame and cradle) by welding method
Design and construction of GC Bogie frame and
cradle by welding method is a knowledge-based product
that has acquired technical knowledge of designing and
manufacturing two of the most important parts of the
locomotive bogie set. Currently, the frame and cradle
belong to GT26CW-2 locomotive casting Due to their
long life, there is a great demand for their replacement.
With this product, gaining knowledge of designing and
manufacturing GC welded bogie frames and cradles has
been achieved. Based on the current estimate, 496 GC bogie
booms are in use in GT26CW-2 locomotives in the Iranian
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Railway Fleet. The lifespan of these bogies is often more
than 35 years and the frame and cradle of these bogies
have been repeatedly repaired and various adjustments.
Therefore, MAPNA Locomotive Company has announced
its readiness to replace these bogies.

MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)

50 Alstom Locomotives Fully Restoration
In this project, 50 Alstom diesel-electric locomotives
with 4,000 horsepower with ROO method will be used in the
country's freight railway network.

The executive process is such that Locomotives are
completely dismantled, The body is washed, inspected,
repaired and then painted and assembled. The disassembled
parts and assemblies are tested and functionalized. Then
according to their type are repaired and reconstruction
plans are performed on them. Repairing some parts and
assemblies, such as electric motors and compressors are
performed by specialized contractors under the supervision
of MAPNA Locomotive Co, and after Complete assembly of
locomotive and testing and commissioning steps are done
in MAPNA Locomotive Engineering and Manufacturing
Company.

Alstom locomotives
technical specifications
Name

ALSTOM AD43C

Type

AC-DC-AC

Class

A,B,C

Total fleet (number)

100

Bogie

CO-CO

Locomotive weight (tons)

138 -123

Traction force (kN)

515 – 422 - 362

Locomotive equivalent coefficient

2.62 – 2.42 – 2.0

Before

Alstom Locomotive Electric Cabin (E-Block)
Designing and Manufacturing
Electric Cabin is the main part of the locomotive power
system which Due to its complexity and sensitivity, the need
for periodic repairs is essential because in the event of
unforeseen failure, the costs will be tremendous. The Electric
cab set (E-Block) designed by Mapna Locomotive Company
using modular structure to solve this problem and prevents
malfunction in the locomotive by removing it for repairs or
troubleshooting, and replacing another cabin. In making
this complex, we try to make maximum use of domestic
production capacity, which in addition to preventing the
outflow of currency, will eventually be produced at a lower
price, shorter time and better after-sales service. In this
project, electric cabins with equivalent specifications similar
to that used in the main Alstom locomotive is produced,
which can be replaced in Alstom locomotives, also in the
Map30 locomotive is also used.

After
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MAPNA 4000 Horsepower Locomotive (MAP30)
Mapna Locomotive Company with the aim of developing its product portfolio and
respond to the demand of this sector in the country's rail market and following previous
agreements with the Islamic Republic of Iran Railways has defined the design and
manufacturing of MAP30 freight locomotive with 4000 hp.

The main objectives of the plan

• Meeting the future needs of the freight locomotive market in the country and the region
by producing 4000 hp freight locomotive
• Assuring this slogan about self-esteem in MAPNA Group to present a heavy freight
locomotive product with a domestic brand
• Increasing the power of competitiveness in MAPNA Locomotive in the railway fleet
manufacturing industry
• Manufacturing locally built locomotives with AC control system, plus upgrading the
level of engineering knowledge in this field

MAPNA 4000 Horsepower heavy freight locomotive (MAP30)

• maximum Internal power devising in manufacturing locomotive parts and assemblies,
to downsize external dependence
• AC traction control system
• High continuous traction system and ability to carry a high-capacity load
• Operational Compatibility in the worst weather conditions in the country
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MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)

MAPNA 4000 horsepower heavy freight
locomotive (MAP30) technical specifications
Locomotive Type

MAP30

Axle arrangement

Co Co

Weight of basic locomotive, in working
order

123 metric tonnes ± 2% with
5000 l of fuel and 8 X 60 l of sand

Basic axle load

20.5 metric tonnes

Number of driving cab

1

Position of driving desk

Right Hand Side

Multi Unit (MU) capability

3 Units of the same type

Transmission type

AC / AC

Brake system

Air brake

Fuel tank maximum capacity

9200 l

Capacity of sand box (One) located near
the locomotive ends

Minimum 80 l for the sand box

Capacity of sand box (One) located near
the locomotive center

Minimum 60 l for the sand box

Distance between end beams

22 790 mm

Body width

2 850 mm

Overall height (with new wheels)

2 280 mm

Min. clearance to top of rail with worn
wheels

80 m

Diesel engine model

16 K 215 T

Power at UIC condition

3000 (4000 metric HP)

Power at site condition (1400 m and 45°C )

2650 (3550 metric HP)

Nominal rotational speed

1000 rpm

Idle speed

450 rpm
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MP610 Motor Engine
Due to the country's need for engines in freight and
passenger locomotives, as well as the relationship between
other projects defined in Mapna Locomotive Engineering and
Construction Company similar to MAP30 locomotive design and
Alstom locomotive reconstruction, a project called 16V MP610
diesel engine with 4000hp output power Based on reverse
engineering, it is defined as one of the engines used in the
railways of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

MP610 motor engine
technical specifications
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Arrangement of cylinders

V shape

Angle between two rows of
cylinders

60 degrees

Number of cylinders

16 cylanders

Power cycle

4 times

Rated motor power (in UIC
standard conditions)

3160Kw

Engine speed

1000rpm

Around the Idol

430rpm

The displacement volume of
each cylinder

610 cubic inch

Engine breathing type

Cooling overeating
breathing

Number of smoke valves

2

Number of air valves

2

Fuel injection system

Injector unit

Maneuvering Locomotive Designing Project with
MAPNA Brand MAP06
Due to the urgent need of The Islamic Republic of Iran Railways and factories connected
to the railway network (such as steel and cement factories, etc.) Concerning Maneuver
Locomotive, MAPNA locomotive Company has defined a design and engineering "MAPNA
Group Maneuver Locomotive Design Project". To localize the production of maneuvering
locomotives, the design and engineering of this project are done relying on the local experts'
puissance.

MAP06 Maneuverable Locomotive Features
•
•
•
•

4-axle locomotive with 2 bogies
Locomotive weights 60 tons, can be increased according to customer request
Utilizing hydrostatic transmission system and no limit in initial continuous speed
Maximum internalization of components and parts and utilization of internal manufacturing
control system
• Ability to operate on urban train subway lines and the railway network of the Islamic
Republic of Iran

MAP06 maneuverable locomotive technical specifications
Parameter

Description (First Scenario)

Propulsion

Diesel-Hydraulic (Hydro-Static)

Diesel engine

588 kW

Maximum starting
tractive effort

160 KN

Continuous tractive
effort

150 KN

Maximum operating
speed

60 km/h

Minimum continues
speed

5 km/h

Ambient temperature

- 20 °C to + 50 °C (+ 55°C with performance restrictions)

Axle arrangement

Bo-Bo

Track gauge

1435 mm

Vehicle length (length
over buffers)

approximately 14 m

Vehicle height (to Top
Engine Hood)

approximately 3.60 m

Vehicle width

approximately 2.6 m

The height of coupler
centers over the rail
surface

1040 mm

Powered-wheel
diameter

860 or 940 mm

Minimum curve
negotiation capability
(single unit)

Vertical convex curve radius: greater than 250 m
Vertical Concave curve radius: greater than 300 m
Min. curve radius at main line: 190m (30 km/hr @ UIC condition)
Min. curve radius at maintenance depot: 80m (5 km/hr)

Service weight

60 ton (-2% , +3%)

Nominal Axle Load

15 ton

Bogies

Tractive effort transmitted by means of bogie center pivots
Wheel tread brakes
Primary and Secondary Suspension

MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)

other driver's cab
equipment

Single cab
Heating system
Cooling system
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Manufacturing shop
The chassis, body and main parts of the locomotive body are all metal parts and structures, made through the welding
process in different stations of this shop, in a hall with an area of thirteen thousand square meters. In the in the manufacturing
process, equipment such as jigs and fixtures, cranes, welding machines, etc. are used. The bogie frame manufacturing line
is one of the most important parts of the body building shop, which is equipped with a variety of special tools and facilities.

3

Infrastructure,
Capabilities and Services
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Wheel Shop, Axle and Accessories of Bogie
After various studies, researches, and evaluations of the country's railway industry demands, the project of
setting up a bogie wheel replacement, axle, and accessories shop with the aim of carrying out major repairs of the
wheel and axle complex in all types of rail vehicles began at MAPNA Locomotive Company. Providing advanced
equipment's for this project according to the latest standards, plus transferring new technological knowledge to
the country, ensures the desired quality of the product provided to the rail transport fleet, moreover is a big step
towards meeting the needs of the country's rail industry. Using this equipment in line with the realization of the
goals in the vision document and the mission of MAPNA Locomotive Company in the field of product repair and
reconstruction.

Workshop equipment:

• MAE-315M hydraulic press machine equipped with dimensional and geometric measuring probe with a
maximum pressing capacity of 300 Tones
• Portable hydraulic machine for dismantling all kinds of wheels and gears with a maximum pressing capacity of
100 Tones, Octopus - Mobile puller
• Portable hydraulic machine for assembling and dismantling axial bearings with a maximum pressing capacity of
100Tonnes
• Special section for performing non-destructive testing by Magnetic particles method using a UV lamp
• Wheelset ohmic resistance test machine
• Different types of induction heaters with different temperature ranges to perform Shrink Fit operations when
necessary

Available services:
•
•
•
•

Wheelset overhaul in different types of wagons and rail cars
Wheel replacement in different types of wagons and rail cars
Replacement of journal bearing in different types of wagons and rail cars
Providing technical services and training courses concerning service life cycle cost reduction (LCC)
related to the Wheelset

MAPNA GROUP
Mapna Locomotive Co. (MLC)
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Bogie Manufacturing Hall
The bogie Manufacturing station, as the most important and sensitive part of the locomotive
steel structure, is part of the production shop operations. In this station, parts and assemblies
belonging to Bogie are assembled on the main fixture by welding (mother). Then, the welding
process is completed using the equipment installed in this station. In manufacturing bogie,
welding and its arrangement is done in such a way that the final product is delivered directly to the
machining workshop without the need for heat treatment process (for warping). At the moment,
MAPNA Locomotive Company has this ability to manufacture all kinds of bogies required by the
country's railway industry.

MAPNA GROUP
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CMM Shop
A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) is a device for accurately measuring
the geometric characteristics of complex and precise parts. MAPNA
Locomotive Company is equipped with an advanced CMM shop, in which
two-arm and portable measuring devices (Hexagon) are used.
CMM accuracy is as follows:
• Single Arm: +42(35L/1000)≤140µm
• Maximum 140 microns error in single arm mode
• Double Arm: +80(45L/1000)≤184µm
• Maximum 184 microns error when measuring two arms together

Advantages and capabilities of dual-axis CMMs:
•
•
•
•
•

Very high measurement speed
Inaccessible points Coverage from one arm to the other
Increased measurement accuracy due to CNC capability
Linking two arms to each other
Having a wide range of measurements (X = 7000 mm, Y = 2000 mm, Z =
3000 mm
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Bogie Testing Machine
NENCKI device (made in Switzerland) is one of the most advanced equipment
used inaccurate testing different types of bogies. The bogie loading test machine is
specially designed to test and measure all parameters related to two-axis and threeaxis bogies with different gauges used in rail vehicles, plus scheduling capability.

25-ton STM-250 Spring Test Machine
STM-250 MAPNA Locomotive Engineering and
Manufacturing Company spring test machine is made by
Centam company. This machine has the ability to test all
types of springs in the railway industry. Other features of
this device are as follows:
• Servo electrical operation
• Ability to test different types of heavy and light springs
available in the rail industry
• All automatic and equipped with powerful software
with the ability to define different test methods
• Ability to connect stretch jaws and test the raw material
or final product with different materials such as Steel,
composite, rubber, plastic, springs, pipes, etc.

Weighing System
Rail fleet weighing system consists of two weight measuring platforms per
wheel, eight 12.5-ton load cell made by Sartorius factory in Germany with top and
bottom load cell holder, two digital indicator devices with connection to computer
and printer, one Epson 300 series printer and related UPS.
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Milling Boring Machine
In line with its main mission, MAPNA
Locomotive Company has added a special type
of Milling Boring equipment to its machines
to perform the main part of the production
process completely in the factory such as
bogie. The mentioned equipment is a Milling
Boring machine with the Soraluce brand,
which response to a wide range of needs and
demands of customers in the railway industry
and related industries due to its unique
working dimensions (12 * 3.5 * 1.5m). The key
specifications of this machine enable MAPNA
Locomotive to offer a variety of services to its
potential customers, especially in the field of
machining.

Technical specifications
Longitudinal traverse

12000 mm

Cross traverse

1600 mm

Vertical traverse

3600 mm

Spindle motor power (S1-100% at
continuous rating)

40 kW

Maximum torque available (S1-100%)

1.654 Nm

External coolant pressure

5 bar

Internal coolant pressure
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15 bar

Paint Shop
MAPNA Locomotive Company has one of the well-equipped color
systems in the country's railway industry with two-color shops. These
shops include sandblasting cabins, paint cabins for large and heavy
parts, and paint cabins for lighter parts and accessories. The shop
space and cabins interior are equipped with ventilation systems and
the airspeed, temperature, humidity, and relative pressure inside the
cabins are also fixed and controlled during different seasons. According
to international standards, controlling parameters are very effective in
the durability and longevity of the paint, thus this unique feature is one
of the most important factors in ensuring the quality of paint coating
required by the customer.

Assembly Shop
MAPNA Locomotive assembly shop is equipped with all equipment
and facilities for electrical and mechanical assembly and locomotive
testing and commissioning. In addition, operations such as subsystems
preparation and assembly are performed in this shop. The bogie
is assembled and tested using advanced test equipment, and the
locomotive is delivered to the freight unit after completion.

MAPNA GROUP
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Heavy Diesel Engine Testing Shop
One of the long-term goals in MAPNA strategic planning, rail sector, is to acquire
knowledge of diesel engine designing and Manufacturing. Following this goal, the
feasibility project, designing and constructing a test shop for diesel engines was launched
in the repair and restoration management department of MAPNA Locomotive Engineering
and Manufacturing Company from the beginning of 1996 and was put into operation by
the end of 1998. Testing equipment and facilities in the diesel engine test shop are as
follows:
• Horiba-DT3600 dynamometer with 3600 kW test power
• Control room
• Ability to test the EMD 645 diesel engine
• Ability to test the MTU 16V4000R43L diesel engine
• Ability to test the RK215 diesel engine

Locomotive diesel engine test center
In order to achieve developmental goals providing specialized services in the field of
testing locomotive diesel engines, MAPNA Locomotive Engineering and Manufacturing
Company has designed, equipped and established a diesel engine testing center at its
factory. In this regard, using the specialized knowledge of MAPNA Group engineers and
services of capable domestic consultants, as well as specialized equipment's such as
dynamo meters from reputable international brands, it is possible to provide the following
specialized services to business owners related to diesel engines:
• Running rail diesel engines performance tests in accordance with UIC regulations
• Running diesel engine performance tests after major repairs based on standard test
programs
• Designing and implementing development tests in line with the goals of upgrading and
optimizing diesel engine systems
• Designing and implementing specialized tests for each diesel engine subsystems such
as combustion system, ventilation and etc.
• Service development Possibility for engine manufacturing and completing testingrelated processes in engine localization projects
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HVAC Air Conditioning Test Center
In this project, a test center will be created at the site of MAPNA Locomotive Factory with
facilities for regulating temperature and humidity in a range of different operating conditions in
the country in cold and heat. This center will test the performance of all types of HVAC systems
related to locomotives and subways.

Testing and Commissioning Hall
To validate and adapt the product to the requirements related to rail vehicles, it is necessary
to perform static and dynamic commissioning tests before delivery to the operator. As the
demand and requirements of each rail vehicle are unique, test and commissioning instructions
should be developed separately. Based on the knowledge gained in this industry, MAPNA
Locomotive Company understands the customer's needs correctly and tests the products
according to international standards (UIC, IEC, DIN,…) and records and keeps the required
results. This way, the testing and commissioning department is equipped with a separate shop
that can perform all electrical, mechanical, and pneumatic tests related to the products. In
addition, this rail test line connected to the country's rail network is installed around the factory
environment, wherein dynamic and movement tests are performed.

Rain Test Station
Rain test machine with 14 high pressure water spray
nozzles has the ability to simulate rain according to the
requirements and conditions defined in rail standards.
This station is used as a control gate to test and identify
water infiltration points into the locomotive and other
railway fleet.

Welding Engineering
The welding process is one of the most important manufacturing processes in the locomotive
industry. MAPNA Locomotive Company is proudly announces implementing all the welding
processes in the construction of locomotives and other metal structures under the mentioned
standards by implementing the requirements of EN ISO 15085 rail welding standard. MAPNA
Locomotive Company has trained personnel to plan, execute and monitor welding operations.
All personnel is certified according to EN287 standard after holding the test, moreover, this
qualification is reviewed at short intervals. MAPNA Locomotive Company has a specialized
supervisory team certified by international welding centers.
This department has three sections: engineering, welding skills development, and supervision
and inspection, plus by using capable and qualified personnel, all activities in this process are
well covered.
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MAPNA Locomotive Repair and Restoration Unit
MAPNA repair and restoration unit provides special and specialized services
for the maintenance, repair and upgrade of various types of locomotives,
railway road construction machinery, wagons and other railway vehicles.
MAPNA Locomotive Company is ready to provide services to companies
and railway sections throughout Iran and other countries in the region by using
specialized and experienced personnel as well as appropriate equipment and
up-to-date repair knowledge. This unit tries to develop its repair knowledge,
plus update its capabilities by interacting with specialized associations and
domestic universities such as the Iranian Net Association, the Association of
Rail Specialists, the University of Tehran and Sharif University of Technology.
The use of highly technical personnel in the field of repairs and maintenance
has resulted in a quick response time, observing a high level of quality in
repairs, which results are as follows: Ensuring a high level of availability for
rail vehicles, maximum safety in performance, and minimum downtime with
reduced costs.

Services that can be provided by
the maintenance unit are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintenance of locomotives, wagons and other rail vehicles
Implementing a new RCM and CBM based maintenance system
Repairing and restoring passenger, freight, metro bogies
Repairing and restoring diesel engine
Planned and preventive repair visits
Collection's restoration and overhaul
Maintenance of chassis, locomotives, wagons and other rail vehicles
Repairing and replacing parts and assemblies
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Consulting Services for Designing and Developing the railway fleet
MAPNA Locomotive's product design and development program is based on technical
knowledge of design and development of rail vehicles. This company has defined and implemented
a considerable number of R&D projects in the field of rail vehicle design, With the aim of achieving
this important goal and creating new product design infrastructures. MAPNA Locomotive is also
ready to provide consultant to its customers in the field of designing, manufacturing, and mass
manufacturing of rail vehicles, plus the following specific areas:
• Designing and analyzing body, undercarriage and bogie frame for all types of locomotives and
other rail vehicles
• Designing and analyzing dynamic performance of locomotives using advanced software
• Selecting main mechanical and electrical components for locomotives
• Designing and manufacturing production line equipment and supplies, such as bogie testers,
electrical systems testers and weighing equipment
• Holding specialized welding training courses
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Certificates and

Achievements
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Letter of appreciation from customers

31

Quality system certifications
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ISO/TS 22163 IRIS

ISO14001

ISO45000

ISO9001
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Certificates of technical knowledge of locomotive manufacturing from Siemens company
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Constantine International Award,
Project Management

International Certificate of Static and Fatigue Testing of bogie map24
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National Project Management Award
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Razakan Rd, Standard Sq, Karaj, Iran.
Zip Code: 3173655111
Tel: +98 26 361 86 000
www.mapnalocomotive.com
info@mapnalocomotive.com

